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BEST DANCE
DB Boulevard (Airplane/Illustrious/
Sony) is made up of Italian house DJs
Alfred Azzetto and Diego Broggio, plus
producer Roxy. The trio's hit single Point
Of View was written for singer Venetian
singer Moony, who had already worked
with Spiller. Released on Sony's label
Illustrious outside Italy, the single
became a worldwide hit. "We didn't really
expect this nomination, but we are very
proud," says Airplane spokesperson
Enrico Dellaiti. "We are especially happy
with what Sony has done for us." The act
has a new single out, Believe, and the
follow-up album will be called The DB
Point Of View.

After minor stardom at the age of 18 with
indie popsters Theaudience, Sophie Ellis
Bextor (Polydor/Universal) reinvented
herself as a pop house diva on Spiller's
worldwide smash Groovejet. Since then
she has become a firmly established
artist with her album Read My Lips
shipping more than one million units and
providing a string of hit singles including
the European airplay number one, Murder
On The Dance floor. The last single to
come from the album, Music Gets The
Best Of Me, rolls out across Europe in
early November and after its release
Bextor is expected to take a break.

The reinvention of Kylie (Parlophone/
EMI) as a dance/pop crossover princess
came when Parlophone signed her two
years ago after she had been dropped by
Deconstruction. Her comeback single,
Spinning Around, debuted at number
seven on Music & Media's Eurochart Hot
100 Singles and set her on a chart run
that seems unstopable. At the time
Parlophone A&R director Miles Leonard
said, "I thought it was a great
opportunity to start a third phase of her
career-but it wasn't going back to the
PWL years, for me it was about making a
pop record that had depth and strong
hooks." Her credibility is helped, says
Emmanuel de Buretel, EMI Recorded
Music Continental Europe chairman, by
the fact that "DJs love playing her and
remixing her tracks".

Since releasing the single Go in 1991,
which went on to sell over one million
copies, Moby (Mute)'s career went into
overdrive. Although it never made it to
number one on the M&M Eurochart 100
Albums, his 1999 album Play spent an
amazing 90 weeks on the chart and has
shipped ten million copies. Meanwhile,
the follow-up 18 has already spent
almost half a year on the chart, and
gained an IFPI Platinum Europe
certification for sales of one million
units. A big supporter from the start,

MTV Europe hosted A Night With Moby
live from Copenhagen on October 8.

ROyksopp (Labels/Virffin/EMI) are part
of the new wave of bands from Norway set
to break in Europe. "They've done well in
the UK and their home market, Norway,
but they're starting to sell across Europe,"
explains Vincent Clery-Melin, director of
Labels Europe. The album Melody A.M.
has shipped 180,000 units in the UK,
gone platinum in Norway (above 60,000),
done 40,000 in France, 17,000 in
Sweden, almost 10,000 in Italy and
15,000 in Holland. Radio took its time to
programme the act but Clery-Melin says
most of the major territories are now
behind ROyksopp at radio, with "serious
adds" from Spain in particular. The band's
biggest territory, the UK, re-released the
single Poor Leno on November 11.
Elsewhere Remind Me has been out since
late August.
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